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Aims: 

 
This course aims to give students a working knowledge of basic linear algebra, with an 
emphasis on an approach via matrices and vectors.  The course introduces some of the basic 
theoretical and computational techniques of matrix theory, and illustrates them by examples. 
 

 
Learning 
Outcomes: 

 
On completion of the course, students should be able to: 

 appreciate the power of vector methods, use vector methods to describe three-
dimensional space, and apply scalar and vector products of two vectors and triple 
products appropriately; 

 understand the notions of field, vector space and subspace; 

 calculate the determinant of an n n  matrix; calculate the inverse of a non-singular 
matrix; 

 appreciate the significance of the characteristic polynomial of a matrix, compute the 
eigenvalues and eigenspaces of a matrix, and diagonalize it when possible; 

 understand the notions of linear independence and dimension; 

 reduce a matrix to row-reduced echelon form. 
 

 
Course 
Content: 

Vectors in R
3

:  vectors as directed line segments; addition, scalar multiplication, 
parallelogram law.  Dot product, length, distance, perpendicular vectors, angle between 

vectors, u v u v. cos  .  Lines and planes in R
3

.  Cross product, area u v  and volume 

 u v w . . 

2 × 2 matrices over a field:  determinants, inverses, rotation and reflection matrices.  
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the characteristic polynomial and trace.  Diagonalization 

P AP1
 with applications. 

3 × 3 matrices:  permutations, compositions, parity.  Definition of the determinant of an n n  
matrix, cofactors, row and column expansion, the adjugate matrix, inverse of a non-singular 
matrix.  Examples of characteristic polynomial and diagonalization of 3 × 3 matrices A.  

Statement of the properties of determinants, including AB A B . 

Vector spaces:  axioms, linear independence, span, dimension.  Subspaces. 
Row-reduction:  elementary row operations, echelon and row-reduced echelon form, rank of 
a matrix.  Applications: solution of systems of linear equations, deriving a basis from a 
spanning set, computing the inverse of a matrix. 
 

 
Teaching & 
Learning 
Methods: 

33 hours of lectures and examples classes, 11 hours of problem workshops.  106 hours of 
private study, including work on problem sheets and examination preparation.  This may 
include discussions with the course leader if the student wishes. 

 
Key 
Bibliography: 
 

Linear Algebra (Schaum Series )  S Lipschutz (McGraw-Hill).  Library Ref. 510.76 LIP 

Undergraduate Algebra  C W Norman (Oxford 1986).  Library Ref. 512.11 NOR 
Linear Algebra: a Modern Introduction – D Poole (Brooks-Cole 2005).  Library Ref. 512.3 
POO.  Friedberg, Insel, Spence 'Linear Algebra' 

 
Formative 
Assessment 
& Feedback: 

Formative assignments in the form of 10 problem sheets.  The students will receive feedback 
as written comments on their attempts. 

 
Summative 
Assessment: 

 
Exam (%)  A two-hour paper:  90% 
Coursework (%) Attempting problem sheets: 10%. 
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